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Abstract— This paper presents an structure and algorithm 

for a deduplication method which can be expeditiously used 

for removing similar data between files existing on different 

machines with high rate and performing it within rapid time. 

The algorithm anticipate similar parts between source and 

destination files very fast, and then check the identical parts 

and transfers only those parts of blocks that proved to be in 

unique region. The primal aspect is  reaching faster high 

scalability and determining duplicate result is that data are 

carried as fixed-size block chunks which are distributed by 

chunk’s to “Index-table” both side boundary values. “Index-

table” is a fixed sized table structure; chunk’s boundary byte 

values are used as their cell row and column numbers. 

Tested result shows that the given solution minimizes  data 

storage capacity and increases data deduplication 

performance extensively 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Flooding of data such as audio, text, image, video and the 

ontogeny of the data centers, the regulatory back-up data is 

the incomplete issue to be resolved. More significantly, 

world-wide digital data has been multiplying faster than the 

number of facebook users in every two years. Deduplication 

is one of the main solutions to prevent accumulation of 

duplicate data and bring cost saving in data centers. The 

required storage capacity can be reduced using 

deduplication technologies and can be used into various file 

systems. Data deduplication is technique for effectively 

reducing the storage requirement of backup viable. 

Furthermore Data deduplication is a way to shrink storage 

space by removing data to guarantee that only single 

instance of data is kept in storage medium. Data 

deduplication technique has drawn attraction as a means of 

dealing with large data and is regarded as an enabling 

technology. Furthermore chunking based deduplication is 

one of the most effective, similar regions of data with 

references to data already stored on disk. Usually content-

defined chunking [1, 2] and Fixed-sized chunking [3] are 

main deduplication schemes in among the chunking based 

data deduplication approaches. To show a novel data 

deduplication system that provides simple fast and high rate 

data duplication ratio result is the basal goal of this paper. 

The proposed system will get faster performance speed than 

content-defined chunking approach.  The system also get 

higher deduplication ratio than well-known static chunking. 

The main idea is to search the data blocks which are very 

high percentage chance duplication rate from the file in very 

fast time. We adapt a table structure called “Index table” 

which is used for detecting identical data blocks during data 

deduplication process in our approach. This two 

dimensional matrix structured table is basically reference to 

the file chunks in a server. We have organize the rest of  this 

paper as  follows. In Section 2, we describe similar works 

about deduplication system. We explain the design principle 

of proposed Byte-index Chunking system and 

implementation details in section 3. In Section 4, we show 

performance evaluation result of the proposed system and 

we conclude and talk about future research plan. 

II. SIMILAR WORKS 

There are many and different data deduplication algorithms 

including content-defined chunking, static chunking, delta 

encoding and whole-file chunking. Swift algorithm among 

the others for detecting repeated blocks is Static chunking 

but the performance is not that good and acceptable. Next, 

byte shifting can detect all of the repeated blocks with high 

overhead. The main drawback of static chunking is 

“boundary shift problem”. For instance while adding a new 

data to a file, all successive blocks in the file will be 

rewritten and are likely to be considered as different from 

those in the master copy file. Therefore, it's difficult to 

search similar blocks in the file, which makes deduplication 

performance demean. Venti [3] is one of the well-known 

static chunking schemes. It is a network storage system 

using static chunking, where 160-bit SHA1 hash key is used 

as the address of the data. Which enforces a write-once 

policy because none other data block can be detected with 

the similar address. The addresses of multiple writes of the 

same data are similar, so repeated data is well identified and 

the block of data is saved only once. Content-defined 

chunking data deduplication allows user with chance of best 

storage. Although, content-defined data deduplication 

approach can gain eminent deduplication ratio, it spends 

more time to perform deduplication action then other data 

deduplication approaches. Here each block size is divided 

by anchoring based on their data patterns. The static 

chunking approach shifting problem can be forbidden by 

this scheme. LBFS [2] is  one of the well-known content-

defined chunking systems that is a network file system 

designed for low bandwidth networks. Similarities between 

files or versions of the same file to save  bandwidth is 

exploited by LBFS. It avert sending data over the network 

when the similar data is already found in the server’s file 

system or the client’s cache. LBFS gains up to two orders of 

magnitude reduction in bandwidth utilization on normal 

workloads using this technique, while comparing with 

conventional network file systems. Delta encoding[4] saves  

data in the form of differences between consecutive data. In 

order to give their users previous versions of the same file 

from previous backups lots of backup system adopts this 

scheme. This minimizes associated costs in the amount of 

data that has to be stored as differing versions.  

A decentralized deduplication system designed for 

SAN clustered file systems that supports a virtualization 

environment via a shared storage substrate is DEDE [5, 6] . 

Here each host maintains a write-log which carries the 

hashes of  the blocks it has written. In regular intervals, each 

host queries and updates a shared index for the hashes in its 
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own write-log to find and reclaim storage for repeated 

blocks. The deduplication process is done out-of-band so as 

to reduce  its affects on file system performance unlike 

inline deduplication systems. In [7], they propose a data 

deduplication system using file modification pattern. Which 

can detect how file is modified and what types of 

deduplication is best for data deduplication. 

III. BYTE UNDEX CHUNKING DESIGN AND EFFECTUCTION 

We applied source-based deduplication network file system 

using Byte-index based chunking approach. Data 

deduplication process is carried out in the client side and the 

client sends only non-duplicated blocks or files to 

deduplication server in source-based. The data deduplication 

process by sending file hash key to server is performed by 

client. The server in return test file hash key from file hash 

index stored on DBMS. The client starts block-level 

deduplication if there is no matching file hash key in the 

server. The client portioned a file into several chunks and 

calculates hashes of the each block. All list of hash keys is 

delivered to the server and the server checks repeated  

blocks by comparing the hash key with hash keys in the 

server. The server checks  a non-duplicated block list and 

sends it to the client.  The client sends the non-duplicated 

data blocks to the server finally.  

The proposed system transfers 256*256 sized 

“Index-table”  between server and client to find  blocks that 

have more chance of duplication rate. All the chunk’s 

information of file are distributed to this table as both side 

boundary byte values of chunk are used as express row and 

column number in the Index-table. File just same as NFS 

can only be accessed by the proposed system. Let’s assume 

that once file should be synchronized in the client side. Then 

client sends file identification information to the server. 

When server gets the information from the client, the server 

filter out the file chunks from DBMS using file 

identification. If nothing comes out from the server DBMS 

using file identification, it means file is considered to be not 

replicated. Therefore the client sends all the data chunks of 

the file to the server and the server carries out the chunking 

process to save file meta-data information to the DBMS. If 

file information has already saved to the DBMS,then server 

comulates them and produces Index-table offile. Then server 

transfer  produced Index-table to the client. Client retrieves 

the duplicated chunks with more chances in very fast time. 

Client also calculates the SHA-1 hash values from this 

output, and then the client forward it back them to the 

server. The server confirms whether the chunk is actually 

replicated or not by comparing these hash values to the 

corresponding hash values from server DBMS. At last non-

duplicated region and duplicated region of a file is known 

by proposed system  and then gather all this information and 

sends only non-duplicate part information to the client. 

 

Fig. 1: Overview of System architecture approach: Byte 

Index based Approach 

IV. BYTE-INDEX CHUNKING ALGORITHM CONCEPT 

we aspire to search the chunks that are anticipated to be 

replicated (highly probable duplicate chunk) by their byte 

values. In modified file the chunk not only has the equal 

length with any nearest chunks in the server, but also these 

both chunks save same bytes of values at the place where 

limits  of each block in server’s adjacent chunks, then we 

say this chunk in changed  file as “Highly chance duplicate 

chunk” . The “Highly probable duplicate chunk” is shown in 

figure 2. Indeed, we can also belive the “highly probable 

duplicate chunk” is not original. Chances to be similar is 

only one from 2564 (4,294,967,296) occasions and those 

two chunks have the same bytes in their particular 4 

positions or places. We can also get each data block hash by 

implementing hash functions such as MD5, SHA256, and 

SHA1. Nevertheless, “Duplicate high probability chunk” is 

possibly seen to be replicated but we affirmed whether they 

are replicated or not by their SHA1 value after finding the 

“Duplicate high probability chunk”. These all  processes are 

the supportive part of our proposed system.  

We can see in the proposed system with “Index-

matrix” from figure 2. We are using it  to find “High likely 

duplicate chunk” in a small time. “Index-matrix” is a special 

table, whose  size is 256x256. Each cell contains index list 

of the chunks in the server. If some cells of “Index-matrix” 

table contain values, then these are the indexes of chunks in 

which two edge boundary bytes are equal to its cell 

horizontal and vertical position index. Thus, we can find any 

part of the data that might be replicated through accessing 

“Index-matrix” to location at its edge  bytes value in a  swift 

way. Hence, we use this “Index-matrix” table to review 

“high likely duplicate chunks”. 

 

Fig. 2: Overview of Chunking with Anchor Points 

For enchancing our search results to be more exact, not only 

do we search a single chunk, but we also aspire to seek 

adjacent twin chunks for per offset in the customized file. 

Once we know the chunk that might be replicated, we carry 

on  to affirm them exactly duplicated by comparing their 

SHA1 hash values.But  there may be a exceptional of 

occasion when a little of these blocks will not be verified to 
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be duplicated. In this condition we enlarge the lookup 

process not only into the variety of the verified chunk but 

also other more chance of duplicate chunks. We redo this 

step until there is no more chance of duplicate chunk 

verified to a duplicate. 

V. PREDICTING DUPLICATED DATA WITH LOOK-UP PROCESS 

When the “Index-table” is received in the client side from 

the server, the proposed system now aspire to find part of 

blocks  as assumption to be replicate from the file in very 

fast time. Which says  no system need to calculate any hash 

to perform, and it is also not needed  to read bytes from 

duplicated blocks and “Index-table”  was used by system. 

when system is searching high probable to duplicated 

chunks. The searching  process starts the reading file from 

very beginning to the end. 

 
Fig.3: Lookup Chunks which Might be Duplicated in 

Modified File 

At all location while system is scaning bytes from file, 

system also focus on 3 more specifically byte location of the 

file. For instance system is at the i-th location of file data 

stream reading, system also focuses on the bytes at the (i+K-

1)-th, (i+K)-th and (i+2*K-1)-th position when K is constant 

value of chunk size in the given system. Here at first,system 

accepts i-th and (i+K-1)-th position bytes,  cell of Index-

table where cell location is i-th to the horizontal and (i+K-

1)-th to the vertical and test if cell have any value. It include 

any value if system doesn’t have any, system makes sure 

that byte at the i-th position couldn’t be beginning of 

replicated chunk and thus system moves on to find process 

shift one byte right.System takes bytes at the (i+K)th and 

(i+2*K-1) –th offsets of the file if cell contains any value, 

view the cell of Index-table as previous way and make sure 

if cell contains any value as previousl. System skips the 

offset and shifts one byte right to continue finding process 

as same as previous step if that cell not includes any value. 

If cell contains any value, then system also needs to have 

final test toknow whether that value is exactly same one 

over than founded value of the previous cell. System also 

consider the byte at the i-th position couldn’t be beginning 

of duplicated chunk if that is not matched correctly and thus 

moves one byte right to carry on search process. The 

founded value is exactly one over than previous founded 

value  if comparing is matched which means that system 

considers the parts data that from i-th to (i+2*K-1) -th 

offsets in the file to be “High probable to duplicated” blocks 

and shifting offset by 2*K to reduce functional speed. 

VI. VERIFING PREDICTED CHUNKS TO  BE DUPLICATED 

It is doubtful that the chunks are duplicated though systems 

determine the chunks that might be duplicated  (High-

probable-duplicated) before comparing their hash values to 

the main  hash values. Therefore, system predicts the hashes 

of  eminent-probable-chunks and forwards  them (with their 

chunk number) to the server for check the real replication. 

The server gets the hash values and also break out  the hash 

values of the consequent chunk’s hashes from DBMS using 

chunk numbers. Then system equate them as convenient to 

find out the replication. If some of the High-probable-

duplicated chunks are cannot proven to be a duplicate then 

system sends back non-match chunk info to the client. From 

the server he client receives the non-duplicated chunk 

information and performs the searching “High-probable-

duplicated” process again and it is carried out only within 

the chunk area which has verified to be duplicated. The 

searching process is performed same as before. This process 

goes on until there no non-match chunks info comes from 

the server to the client. 

VII. PERFORMANCE RATING 

Here the “Byte-Index Chunking System” is evaluated with 

several experiments. We first checks the activities of 

proposed system’s deduplication ratio output with 

comparing fixed-size chunking approach and content-

defined chunking. Also, we determine the performance time 

taken utilization of system under several common workloads 

and compare it to the fixed-size chunking and content-

defined and approaches withdeduplication result and 

calculated performance time. We also developed a 

deduplication storage system and measure the performance 

of the proposed algorithm. The client and server  platform 

consist of 3 GHz Pentium 4 Processor, WD-1600JS hard 

disk, 100 Mbps network. The software is implemented on 

Linux kernel version  on Fedora Core 9. To carry out 

comprehensive analysis on same deduplication algorithm, 

we implemented several deduplication algorithms for 

comparison purpose including content-defined chunking and 

fixed-length chunking. 

Table: Amount of Modified Data Version Files of given 

Older Version 

Number Data size New data Over lap 

1 1110 MB 135 MB 87 

2 1110 MB 232 MB 79 

3 1110 MB 343 MB 69 

4 1110 MB 479 MB 57 

5 1110 MB 580 MB 48 

6 1110 MB 669 MB 39 

7 1110 MB 790 MB 28 

8 1110 MB 889 MB 19 

9 1110 MB 1000 MB 9 

We build trial data set using for changing a file in a ergodig 

manner. we also changed  a data file using lseek() function 
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in Linux system using randomly generated file offset in this 

experiment and implemented patch to make test file.  

 
Fig. 4: Deduplication Ratio Result of Chunking based 

Methods 

We have done data deduplication experiment on 

deduplication capability varying duplication rate in Figure 4. 

We checked all to see how much replication there is 

between files under a chunking methods workload. From 

deduplication graph shown  in Figure 4, we can visualise all 

fixed-sized chunking approach ,byte-index chunking and 

content-defined chunking approach, and also find data 

duplication of given percentage between given original file 

and amount modification file. The byte-index based 

chunking data deduplication approach shows a good  result 

than fixed chunking approach but it couldn’t reach the mark 

of content-defined chunking approach. 

 
Fig. 5: Deduplication Performance Time of Chunking based 

Approaches 

In figure 5,We calculated the deduplication speed varying 

given percentage changed amount.  Clearly we can view that 

content-defined chunking approach is done for longest time. 

Byte-index based chunking approach is seen little slower 

than fixed chunking approach. we can come to the 

conclusion  that byte-index chunking is best and very 

practical method comparing with several renowned data 

deduplication algorithms. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

We presents an structure and improved algorithm for a 

deduplication approach which can be proficiently used with 

eminent performance deduplication throughput and  in rapid 

time in this paper. The deduplication system proposed here  

give main point to guess more probable similar data within 

less time. The lookup approach shift only single byte value 

or twice chunked size depending if there is identical block 

existed at the offset position or not. By using Byte-index 

chunking we also came to know that it is superior to habitual 

data deduplication. While experimenting under normal 

operations, Byte-index method  can get splited amount as 

content-defined method can do in data deduplication and 

performance time takes over an order of  less than it, similar 

with the Fixed-sized chunking. The practical result shows 

the proposed scheme gains more data deduplication 

capability,which is more or less same result with content-

defined chunking method.The Fixed-length chunking shows 

most horrible performance result among data deduplication 

algorithms. Many issues remain open.  At First, our work 

has restrictions on supporting simple data file which has 

unneeded data blocks with spacial locality; therefore, if the 

file has several alteration then overall performance will be 

demean. We also plan to build a monolithic deduplication 

system with huge number of files. Handling file similarity 

information needs more elaborated scheme in this scheme. 
 

 

 


